## JAIL INSPECTION REPORT

**Item** | **Section** | **Paragraph** | **Comments** |
---|---|---|---|
1 | 259 | .156 | Power operated locks shall be motor, solenoid, or pneumatic type and provide electrical control unlocking, key unlocking by manual operation, and automatic mechanical deadlocking of doors upon closing. A door position switch and door position indicator shall be provided for all doors equipped with power operated locks. Heavy-duty, detention type door closers should be provided on all swinging doors equipped with power operated locks.  

**At the time of the inspection, it was observed that door lock to Separation Cell S4 was not working as designed.**

2 | 263 | .55 | Inspections, Maintenance, Testing. All life safety equipment shall be inspected, maintained, and tested by persons qualified to do so (whether under vendor contract, by state or private agency or otherwise) in order that such equipment shall be safe, secure, and fully operative at all times.  

**At the time of the inspection, the fire panel showed to be in trouble mode. The trouble was identified as the smoke detection in Zone 3.**

3 | 271 | .1(b)(3) | Custody Reassessment/Review. A custody reassessment shall be conducted within 30 - 90 days of the Initial Custody Assessment and immediately upon any disciplinary action and/or change in legal status which would affect classification. A documented classification review to determine the necessity for a complete reassessment shall be conducted every 30 - 90 days thereafter.  

**While reviewing inmate classification paperwork, it was revealed that Inmate Jarrod Stewart was not reclassified within the 30-90 days as required by minimum jail standards and the approved Wilson Co. Jail Classification Plan.**
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